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CMInject simulates nanoparticle injection experiments of particles with diameters in the micrometer
to nanometer-regime, e. g., for single-particle-imaging experiments. Particle-particle interactions
and particle-induced changes in the surrounding fields are disregarded, due to low nanoparticle
concentration in these experiments. CMInject ’s focus lies on the correct modeling of different forces
on such particles, such as fluid-dynamics or light-induced interactions, to allow for simulations that
further the scientific development of nanoparticle injection pipelines. To provide a usable basis for
this framework and allow for a variety of experiments to be simulated, we implemented first specific
force models: fluid drag forces, Brownian motion, and photophoretic forces. For verification, we
benchmarked a drag-force-based simulation against a nanoparticle focusing experiment. We envision
its use and further development by experimentalists, theorists, and software developers.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: CMInject
CPC Library link to program files: (to be added by Technical Editor)
Developer’s repository link: https://github.com/cfel-cmi/cminject
Code Ocean capsule: (to be added by Technical Editor)
Licensing provisions: GPLv3
Programming language: Python 3
Supplementary material: Code to reproduce and analyze simulation results, example input and output data,
video files of trajectory movies
Nature of problem: Well-defined, reproducible, and interchangeable simulation setups of experimental injection
pipelines for biological and artificial nanoparticles, in particular such pipelines that aim to advance the field
of single-particle imaging.
Solution method: The definition and implementation of an extensible Python 3 framework to model and
execute such simulation setups based on object-oriented software design, making use of parallelization facilities
and modern numerical integration routines.
Additional comments including restrictions and unusual features: Supplementary executable scripts for
quantitative and visual analyses of result data are also part of the framework.

1. INTRODUCTION13

Single-particle imaging (SPI) with x-ray beams is a rel-14

atively new technique [1, 2] for the imaging of small parti-15

cles down to the size of single macromolecules, promising16

to image nanometer-sized particles without the need for17

crystallization. In this context a “particle” can be anything18

from a small molecule to an entire protein or an artificial19

nanoparticle. In SPI, a beam of x-rays illuminates single20

particles in flight, with each particle hit by the x-ray pulse21

producing a diffraction pattern. From a collection of such22

∗ Email: jochen.kuepper@cfel.de; website: https://www.controlled-
molecule-imaging.org

patterns gathered from many identical particles, the par-23

ticle 3D structure can be approximated. Substantial ad-24

vances were made on the capabilities of x-ray free-electron25

lasers (XFELs) in recent years [3, 4], offering brilliant and26

collimated ultra-short pulsed x-ray beams that can out-27

run radiation damage to the sample [1, 5] and allow for28

time-resolved imaging on femtosecond timescales [6, 7].29

There are multiple factors to consider for collecting and30

reconstructing electron densities and molecular structures31

with high resolution: Incident x-ray intensity, experimen-32

tal repetition rate, and particle density in the interaction33

region. They all affect the quality of the reconstructed34

structure: increasing the incident intensity results in more35

signal in each diffraction pattern, and increasing the rep-36

etition rate or particle density results in more diffraction37

https://github.com/cfel-cmi/cminject
mailto:jochen.kuepper@cfel.de
https://www.controlled-molecule-imaging.org
https://www.controlled-molecule-imaging.org
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patterns being collected in the same timespan. It was38

suggested that incident laser intensity is not the limiting39

factor [8], which was corroborated by showing that the40

level of signal contained in collected patterns can be re-41

duced drastically while maintaining good reconstruction42

quality [9]. However, a large number of good hits, i. e.,43

diffraction patterns of single particles inside the focus of44

the x-ray pulse, need to be collected in any case. It was45

previously noted in the literature that “different injection46

strategies to extend XFEL imaging to smaller targets,47

such as single proteins” are needed [10], and that “im-48

provements could be made through optimized focusing for49

the targeted size distribution or cryogenic injection sys-50

tems that additionally allow conformational selection” [11].51

Therefore, there is an urgent need for novel optimized52

particle injection systems.53

To recover the 3D structure of the imaged particles54

from their 2D diffraction patterns, sophisticated computer55

algorithms are used [9, 11–13]. These algorithms use56

diffraction patterns from structurally identical particles.57

Thus, it is important to understand how the variation in58

particles’ sizes/shapes and structural conformations will59

affect their trajectories in the injection system. These60

trajectories are also dependent on several experimental61

parameters, e. g., the geometry of the injection system,62

the temperature and pressure of the guiding aerosols,63

and the initial phase space distribution of the injected64

particles [14, 15]. Accordingly, selecting specific particle65

species, e. g., through the use of inhomogeneous electric66

fields [16], are an advanced topic for creating a high-67

quality particle beam.68

A simulation framework provides a quick and efficient69

tool for searching the experimental parameters’ space and70

to produce optimized molecular/nanoparticle beams. Fur-71

thermore, the feedback loop between simulation and ex-72

periment offers a road to progress in both theoretical and73

experimental physics. Simulations are repeatedly used as74

a basis, supplementary, guiding, or verification method in75

SPI research. Examples for this are (1) optimization of76

experimentally verified aerodynamical injector designs for77

a variety of specific particle sizes and materials [15, 17–78

21], (2) exploration of the effects of experimental injection79

parameters [22] and types of injectors [23] on diffraction80

patterns, and (3) control of shock frozen isolated particles81

of both biological and artificial origin [14]. Progress in82

all of these areas was the foundation of recent signifi-83

cant improvements of the amount of data that can be84

collected in a given timeframe in SPI experiments [11].85

We therefore propose that providing a problem-tailored86

yet extensible simulation framework, as previously done87

by our research group and collaborators [16, 24, 25], will88

further help progress in the field of nanoparticle injection.89

Here, we introduce and describe CMInject , a computa-90

tional framework that aims to be an extensible basis for91

such simulations.Figure 1 depicts examples of simulation92

results, indicating that recent developments, as well as93

future ideas, are supported by our framework.9495

FIG. 1. Example trajectory plots of experiments simulated
with CMInject : (a) 2D trajectories from a simulated focusing
experiment using an axisymmetric aerodynamic lens stack
(ALS) to focus d = 27 nm gold nanoparticles [21]. The simula-
tions include (black) or disregard (pink) Brownian motion. The
background shows the fluid’s velocity in x direction. (b) 3D
trajectories of a focusing experiment [14], where a cooled buffer
gas cell (BGC) focuses d = 490 nm polystyrene nanoparticles
by a flowing carrier gas at a cryogenic temperature (4K).
The used force model is a new theoretical development for
particles moving in the molecular flow regime and at low tem-
peratures [26], see Section 3.3.4. Trajectory colors indicate
different starting positions for otherwise identical particles.
(c) Qualitative reproduction of an optical trapping and levita-
tion experiment [27], showing the interplay of photophoretic
forces [28], gravity, and air resistance. Particles with different
masses — indicated by the trajectory colors: heaviest in green,
lightest in purple — settle into different equilibrium positions
over time.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION96

Creating high-quality nanoparticle beams poses diverse97

technical and scientific challenges [14, 15, 23, 29]. The98

development of improved or sample-adjusted injection99

pipelines [15] needs to be supported by a flexible and100

extensible simulation package, which enables quantitative101

predictions of arbitrary nanoparticle injection pipelines.102

Possibilities to easily implement additional virtual detec-103

tors, particle types, and force fields are crucial for the104

usability in a wider scientific context. Capabilities for105

the subsequent visualization and analysis of simulation106

results, on their own or in comparison with experimental107

data, are also important.108

Reasonable assumptions within the set of possible sim-109

ulated experiments were made when designing the initial110

computational framework presented here: (1) particles do111

not interact with each other nor do they affect the sur-112

rounding environment. (2) the particles’ overall motion is113

predominantly in the direction of a designated spatial axis,114

which we refer to as z. Assumption (1) is appropriate115
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for our experiments of interest and makes implementa-116

tion easier. If necessary, it could be relaxed by writing117

a parallelized implementation of particle-particle interac-118

tions, e. g., using established approaches from molecular-119

dynamics software [30].120

Further points of interest for nanoparticle injection121

are the separation of species, e. g., by quantum state,122

conformation, or enantiomer [16, 31, 32], the alignment123

or orientation in space [33–37], or the preservation of124

native biological structures [14, 38, 39]. These are not125

yet implemented in CMInject and will not be discussed126

further in this paper, but we designed our framework127

foreseeing corresponding as well as unforeseen extensions.128

Furthermore, the framework must be usable by theo-129

rists and experimentalists alike in order to evaluate and130

exchange ideas and experiments for nanoparticle injection.131

The framework should strike a balance between expres-132

siveness and processing requirements: a long procedural133

script, written with optimized functions, might run simu-134

lations very quickly, but is likely incomprehensible to most135

potential developers and users. A very general framework,136

while intuitively usable by users and developers, might in137

turn require so much dynamicism in its implementation138

that simulations become unsuitably slow.139

3. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION140

CMInject enables theorists and experimentalists to141

work together toward inventing or optimizing nanoparticle142

injection pipelines [40]. CMInject is written in Python 3143

and its design follows an object-oriented paradigm. Most144

objects in this framework represent real-world counter-145

parts that are present in actual experiments. For example,146

a user might create a Setup instance, passing along one147

or more Source instances that generate particles, and one148

or more Device instances that affect particles throughout149

their simulated trajectories by simulating physical forces.150

The user can run() a concrete Experiment constructed151

by the Setup and observe the returned results: a list152

of Particle instances that have been updated and, if153

desired, tracked along each particle’s trajectory.154

CMInject does not impose many explicit constraints155

on how specific objects need to behave, it only requires156

that all parts of an Experiment work with each other157

in a well-defined way. For example, while all currently158

implemented sub-types of Particle are spherical objects,159

CMInject is in principle agnostic to the particle shape.160

If someone wished to, for example, simulate elliptical161

articles in a fluid flow, they could do so by (i) defining a162

Particle subclass EllipticalParticle with additional163

shape parameters, e. g., rx, ry, rz for an ellipsoid and (ii)164

deriving an implementation of the FluidFlowField class165

to be able to handle these new particles by an appropriate166

force model.167

Going further, one could even implement the manipu-168

lation of molecules by electric fields using the quantum-169

mechanical Stark effect [16, 25], something we are fore-170

seeing for the near future.171

3.1. Framework structure172

CMInject ’s framework structure consists of:173

1. a set of abstract definitions corresponding to real-174

world experimental objects, with a prescribed way175

of constructing a virtual experiment out of these176

objects.177

2. a parallelized routine that uses numerical integration178

to generate particle trajectories through a virtual179

experiment.180

3. supplementary executable scripts, mostly for the181

analysis of result data.182

4. implementations of the abstract definitions for the183

concrete physical models listed in Section 3.3.184

3.1.1. Base class definitions185

The following list provides the base classes [41]186

of CMInject implemented in the cminject.base and187

cminject.experiment modules, including brief versions188

of their documentation. The full documentation is at-189

tached in the supplementary materials and updated ver-190

sions are available at https://cminject.readthedocs.191

org.192

cminject.base :193

• Particle: A particle whose trajectory we want to194

simulate. First and foremost a simple data con-195

tainer.196

• Field: An acceleration field acting on Particles.197

• Action: Updates the properties of a Particle after198

each integration step. Useful for changes over time199

that are not described by the ordinary differential200

equations in Section 3.3.1.201

• Boundary: A spatial boundary, evaluates if a202

Particle is inside its spatial extent.203

• Device: A combination of Fields, Actions, and204

a Boundary, modeling real-world experimental de-205

vices. Applies the effects of its Fields and Actions206

only if a particle is inside of its Boundary; otherwise207

does not affect the particle in any way.208

• Detector: Evaluates if and where a Particle in-209

teracted with it.210

• ResultStorage: Stores experiment results to disk,211

and offers convenience methods to read them back212

into memory later.213

https://cminject.readthedocs.org
https://cminject.readthedocs.org
https://cminject.readthedocs.org
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• Setup: Akin to a laboratory experimental setup214

with changeable pieces and parameters. Exposes a215

set of parameters that can be changed by the user,216

and constructs an Experiment instance from them217

that can then be simulated.218

cminject.experiment :219

• Experiment: Akin to a real-world experiment which220

has a fixed set of sources, devices, detectors, and221

experimental parameters. Contains one or more222

instances of all of the classes from cminject.base223

listed above (except for Setup, which constructs224

Experiment instances). Constitutes the entry point225

for simulation, and returns the results.226

3.1.2. Numerical and technical implementation227

To numerically solve the particle trajectories for any228

virtual experiment, we used the numerical integration229

routine LSODA [42] as offered by the scipy.ode mod-230

ule [43]. This routine was chosen for its automatic method231

switching for stiff and non-stiff problems [42], which is232

very useful in our generic multiphysics framework where233

various forces make up an ODE system that can exhibit234

different degrees of stiffness at different positions in space235

of the same experiment.236

For storing trajectories the integrator is instructed to237

piecewise integrate from the current time t up until t+ dt238

with a chosen macro-timestep dt. Note that the integra-239

tor may automatically choose to calculate many smaller240

timesteps in each macro-timestep, which does happen by241

default and thus dt does not negatively affect the accuracy242

of the integration. However, the size of dt determines how243

often additional actions, e. g., Brownian motion updates,244

detectors, or termination checks, are executed as these245

actions occur for every trajectory point, see Section 3.2246

for further details. We picked a default macro-timestep247

dt = 10 µs, which we found appropriate for our simula-248

tions. The user can adjust this value in a tradeoff between249

the required resolution of the trajectories and the duration250

of calculations.251

These integration calculations are, as well as most other252

calculations in CMInject , heavily based on NumPy ar-253

rays [44]. We wrote a parallel implementation based on254

the multiprocessing module offered by the Python 3255

core library, letting simulated particles be processed in256

parallel by a pool of ω ∈ N worker processes, where by de-257

fault ω is the number of available CPU cores. We use the258

automatic optimization library Numba [45] as well as the259

compiled language Cython [46], for automatic and manual260

optimization of the calculation functions, respectively.261

3.1.3. Executable scripts262

CMInject is supported by a collection of executable263

scripts. The main program, cminject, simulates264

a specified setup, passing along mandatory and op-265

tional parameters and providing documentation for266

them if needed, and writes the results to a speci-267

fied output (HDF5) file. cminject_visualize and268

cminject_analyze-asymmetry support the user’s anal-269

ysis of the result files: They provide visualization and270

metrics of beam profile asymmetry, respectively. Docu-271

mentation for all utility programs is provided with the272

software.273

3.2. Program flow of simulation runs274

To provide a foundation for further discussion of the275

generality and possible improvements, we provide a de-276

scription of the general program flow of a CMInject simu-277

lation. A listing of the steps involved in the current im-278

plementation is given in Algorithm 1. To clarify the short279

descriptions given there, we note the following: A particle280

is considered “done” if it is outside of all Boundary objects,281

or if its current time is outside of the simulation time-282

window. Whether integration is successful is determined283

by the integrator. When a Detector detects a given par-284

ticle, it stores a detection event on the Particle, so this285

event is stored in the result list. Actions can change a286

particle’s phase space position, and if this happens, it is287

taken into account for the integration routine by resetting288

the integrator accordingly.289

Algorithm 1 Program flow of a CMInject simulation.
1. Get particles from all Sources, merge into one list

2. Initialize an empty result list

3. For each particle, parallelized via multiprocessing.Pool:

(a) Initialize integrator: t = t0, x = x0

(b) If particle “not done” and integration successful:

• Update particle phase space position from integrator
• Update done-ness of particle using every Boundary
• Let each Action update the particle
• If particle position changed, reset the integrator
• Let each Detector try to detect the particle
• Update t, by incrementing it by the time step dt

• Run the integrator until t. At each evaluated point:
– Consult each Device’s applicable Fields
– Sum all accelerations

• Go to (b)

(c) Store fully simulated particle in the result list

4. Store the result list as an HDF5 file

Figure 2 simplifies the description given in the step-by-290

step listing, Algorithm 1 to a higher-level form and omits291

implementation details in favor of general concept. We292

anticipate that the community will discuss and optimize,293

or even replace, the concrete implementation further,294

while keeping the conceptual program flow as illustrated295
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in Figure 2 fairly consistent across future versions of296

CMInject .297

3.3. Physics models298

This first release of CMInject provides several physical299

models that are briefly described in the following.300

3.3.1. Newton’s equations of motion301

We treat particle trajectories as a collection of incre-302

mental numerical solutions to the initial value problem:303

φ′(t) = f(t, φ(t))

φ(t) := (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz)T (t)

φ(0) := φ0 = (x0, y0, z0, vx,0, vy,0, vz,0)T

f(t, φ(t)) := (vx, vy, vz, ax, ay, az)T (t)

(1)

φ is a time-dependent vector in (2n)-dimensional phase-304

space, with n = 3 in the general case or n = 2 for axially305

symmetrical simulations. vi are the velocities and ai306

Field Boundary

Device

Detector

Source

ResultStorage

done?

✓

✗

generate

affect position

check position

affect
properties

try
to

detect

store

Action

A

FIG. 2. Conceptual program flow of a particle simulation with
CMInject , following a single particle through a collection of ob-
jects instantiated from the classes provided by the framework.
Solid arrows follow the particle’s path; their grey annotations
show the effect each object can have on the particle. The
shaded background indicates the integration loop, which is
repeated until the particle’s simulation is considered “done”.
Classes displayed as a stack of layered rectangles, like Source,
imply that a simulation can contain more than one object of
such a class. The stack simply labeled “A” and the dashed
arrow to the Action stack indicate that each Device can con-
tain Actions, which only affect particles inside that Device.

the accelerations corresponding to spatial dimension i.307

~a = ~F/mp, with the total force ~F exerted on a particle308

having mass mp.309

3.3.2. Stokes’ drag force310

We use Stokes’ model for the drag force of an isolated311

spherical particle embedded in a flowing medium [47] for312

very small Reynolds numbers Re� 1, which is essential313

to our simulations of aerodynamical focusing. It is formu-314

lated in terms of the fluid dynamic viscosity µ, particle315

radius r, particle mass m, difference in velocity between316

fluid and particle ∆v, and a Cunningham slip-correction317

factor Cc [48]. For room-temperature ALS simulations318

we used an empirical slip-correction-factor model valid for319

high Knudsen numbers [49]. For cryogenic temperatures,320

e. g., 4 K, we used a temperature-dependent model [50]321

scaled by an experimentally determined factor of 4, de-322

tailed further in previous work [14]:323

~FStokes =
6πµr ~∆v

Cc
(2)

3.3.3. Brownian motion324

Since we model nanoparticle injection, Brownian
motion becomes non-negligible, especially for smaller
nanoparticles. The model for Brownian motion used
is that of a Gaussian white-noise random process with a
spectral intensity S0 taken from Li and Ahmadi [51].

~aBrown = ~N (0, 1, k)

√
πS0

∆t
(3)

S0 =
216µkBT

π2(2r)5ρ2Cc

~N (0, 1, k) denotes a vector of k entries, each being inde-325

pendently and randomly drawn from a zero mean unit326

variance normal distribution. ∆t is the duration of the327

time-interval over the force should be calculated, which is328

the time increment of each integration step. r,m, µ and329

Cc are the same quantities as defined in Section 3.3.2. kB330

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the331

fluid, and ρ is the density of the particle material.332

3.3.4. Microscopic drag force333

For the simulation of nanoparticles moving through334

fluids with a wide range of pressures, velocities, and tem-335

peratures, Stokes’ drag force is often not well applicable.336

Thus, a new drag force model based on the kinetic theory337

of gases was developed [26]. The original formulation [52]338

of this model was extended to broad sets of conditions339

encountered in novel nanoparticle injection experiments,340

for instance, temperatures as low as 4 K [14]. This force341
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is defined as a combination of 10 % specular reflections342

and 90 % diffuse reflections and takes into account the343

time-dependent temperature difference between the in-344

jected particles and the fluid. An accompanying model345

for Brownian motion was also provided [26].346

3.3.5. Photophoretic force347

Furthermore, a model of the photophoretic force, i. e.,348

the force of the surrounding gas exerted on an anisotropi-349

cally radiatively-heated particle. This has found various350

applications in the physical and biological sciences [53]351

and has also been exploited for controlling and focusing352

particle beams [27, 54–57]. A full theoretical description353

is not available [28] and we have implemented an approxi-354

mate force model described and benchmarked before [28].355

It assumes a Laguerre-Gaussian laser beam of order 1, and356

uses a phenomenological constant κ to model the axial357

and transverse components separately. A description of358

how we implemented this model, which closely follows the359

publication by Desyatnikov, is given in the supplementary360

information.361

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON362

WITH EXPERIMENT363

To verify baseline correctness of our framework, we364

benchmarked it against particle distributions from ex-365

periment [21]. There, d = 27 nm gold spheres were366

injected into vacuum in an electrospray-ionization setup,367

passed through a differential pumping stage to remove368

background gas, and then guided into an optimized aero-369

dynamic lens stack (ALS) [15, 21]. The 1D position370

distributions, an arbitrary cross-section of the true 2D371

distribution assuming axisymmetry around the z axis,372

was measured at various distances from the exit of the373

ALS along the propagation axis z.374

To simulate this experiment we used the models for the375

drag force and Brownian motion described in Section 3.3.376

We modeled the ALS using its known geometry and exper-377

imentally recorded pressures at fixed points in the system.378

Details about the setup and these measurements were379

provided elsewhere [21]. We then solved for a laminar flow380

through this geometry using a finite-element solver [58]381

and exported a regular grid of the quantities flow velocity382

~v and gas pressure p throughout the ALS. We defined383

one FluidFlowDevice and nine SimpleZDetectors at the384

distances from the ALS exit where the experimental mea-385

surements were made. Then we let CMInject read in386

the flow field and run a simulation for 105 gold spheres387

with d = 27 nm. We chose a macro-timestep of 10 µs.388

The code to reproduce these results is provided in the389

supplementary materials.390

To get a comparable measure for the quality of the391

particle beam’s focus that does not depend on fitting392

any particular beam shape, we calculated the distance393

2 3 4
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FIG. 3. Focus curves determined by experiment (orange) and
simulation (blue) for 27nm gold particles, moving through an
ALS [21]. We measure the x positions of all particles relative to
the origin, and take the 70% quantile of these positions as our
measure of focus size. The results agree well on the minimum
focus size and position, i. e., a 38µm focus at z = 3mm after
the ALS exit, and also agree on the defocusing behavior after
this minimum.

from the origin in X to which 70 % of the particles were394

detected, both for the simulated and the measured data.395

The results are shown in Figure 3. One can see that there396

is good agreement regarding the minimum focus size,397

∼35 µm at z = 3 mm and the defocusing behavior after398

z = 3 mm. The focusing at z < 3 mm is in fair agreement,399

but deviations are clearly visible and tentatively ascribed400

to the neglect of gas-particle interactions in the initial401

space outside the ALS. Nevertheless, the position and402

size of the minimum focus are the most important results403

for an injection pipeline used for single-particle X-ray404

imaging, which our simulations model very well.405

To better understand the focusing and defocusing be-406

havior, we visually examined the results. For instance,407

Figure 4 shows 2D histograms of useful quantity pairs at408

different z positions in the experiment described above.409

This allows for a visual, somewhat intuitive, disentangling410

of the evolving ensemble of particles. Such plots can be411

generated with the provided cminject_visualize tool412

using the -H option. Alternatively, a qualitative visual413

analysis can be obtained by plotting and inspecting par-414

ticle trajectories as lines, using the -T option, as shown415

for this and other experiments in Figure 1. Less con-416

gested visualizations are obtained by animated trajectory417

evolutions, using the -M option, where time-dependent418

snapshots of the trajectories provide a visualization of the419

particles positions and velocities. Examples are provided420

as video files in the supplementary materials.421

5. PROGRAM PERFORMANCE422

The achievable simulation performance was bench-423

marked on modern multicore computers, specifically nodes424

of the Maxwell compute cluster at DESY. The nodes we425

used are equipped with “Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698426
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FIG. 4. Phase-space histograms of 105 simulated particles
at four detectors in an ALS. Two detectors are positioned in
the first chamber at the beginning and just before the first
aerodynamic lens (a–d). Two further detectors are positioned
after the last lens (e–h). The detectors’ z positions increase
downward. The left column shows the evolving t/x distribu-
tion and the right one the vx/x distribution. From the t/x
distributions one sees that particles with a larger initial x
deviation take longer to arrive at the lens, with slowest parti-
cles traveling more than 30 ms longer than the fastest ones
(c). The vx/x distribution is initially Gaussian with a large
deviation in x (b). One can see strong focusing just before the
first lens (d) and slight defocusing just after the last lens (f).
The distribution finally turns into a more focused, collimated
particle beam (h).

v3” or “Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2640” CPUs, offering 32/64427

and 16/32 cores/hyperthreads, respectively.428

We note that performance may improve or degrade sub-429

stantially compared to what is shown here when different430

force models, experiment sizes, or time steps are used.431

Here, we benchmarked the fluid dynamics simulation de-432
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FIG. 5. Scaling behavior of clock time and memory usage for
the simulation described in Section 5. “32” and “16” refer to
a Intel Xeon E5-2698 (32 cores) and a Intel Xeon E5-2640
CPU (16 cores), respectively. “B” indicates that Brownian
motion was enabled, whereas it wasn’t otherwise. Note that
the variance in memory usage is very low for a fixed number
of particles and all curves look like one. Besides initial setup
overhead, linear scaling of both clock time and memory is
clearly visible.

scribed in Section 4, involving only Stokes’ drag force and433

Brownian motion at a macro-timestep of 10 µs and an434

experiment length of ∼13 cm.435

Figure 5 shows runtime and memory requirements for436

this simulation when varying the number of particles, and437

demonstrates that both scale linearly with the number of438

particles — as expected from a Monte Carlo simulation439

with no particle-particle interactions, which is trivially440

parallel.441

In Figure 6, we analyze multiple performance metrics442

as functions of the number of parallel computation pro-443

cesses. The optimal runtime is reached when we use444

exactly as many processes as there are physical CPU445

cores. When we use more processes, runtime performance446

degrades significantly, together with several other perfor-447

mance metrics. This is observed even though the CPU448

16 32 48 64
Number of processes
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40%
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Performance on Xeon E5-2698

Clock time

User time

Kernel time

Max. memory

Vol. ctx. sw.

Invol. ctx. sw.

Minor page faults

FIG. 6. Performance measurements made on an Intel Xeon
E5-2698 CPU with 32 physical cores for the same simulation
with different numbers of threads. The maximum value for
each measurement is set to be 100 %, and the other values
displayed in relation to it. “Vol.”/“Invol.” are shorthand for
“voluntary”/“involuntary”, and “ctx. sw.” is shorthand for
“context switches”.
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offers up to 64 available hyperthreads, which points to449

our current implementation not being well-suited to gain450

performance from hyperthreading. In line with previous451

literature on this topic, we assume the reason to be that452

hyperthreading increases competition for resources in the453

memory hierarchy [59]. If this is indeed the reason, it454

could mean that our current implementation performs a455

significant number of memory accesses that under-utilize456

caches.457

Graphics-processing units (GPUs) are particularly well-458

suited to trivially parallelizable calculations that largely459

consist of repeated, similar floating-point operations.460

They offer much higher internal bandwidths in their mem-461

ory hierarchy than the bandwidths between CPU and462

main memory [60], and as such should have less trouble463

maintaining reasonable performance even when faced with464

many cache misses. Therefore, they should exhibit sig-465

nificantly better runtime-performance scaling at a much466

larger number of parallel threads. We had also discussed467

other reasons why GPUs could offer significant speedups468

for our calculations [40, ch. 7]. With recent developments469

in the automatic optimization library Numba [45] making470

GPU calculations in Python more accessible, GPUs could471

be effectively utilized in future versions of our object-472

oriented framework.473

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK474

We introduced, described, and benchmarked a new475

Python framework for the simulation of nanoparticle-476

injection pipelines. We hope that it will not only improve477

the sample delivery in single-particle x-ray imaging [11],478

but also other isolated-nanoparticle experiments [61, 62].479

The force models already implemented in CMInject480

enable simulation-based development and exchange of481

improved and novel injector designs, help to understand482

the effects of Brownian motion and how to control it483

better, and facilitate scientific development for inject-484

ing single, noncrystalline proteins, e. g., for single parti-485

cle/molecule imaging experiments. Improvements directly486

relevant to scientific applications could be made through487

the systematic derivation and implementation as well as488

experimental comparison of models for novel techniques,489

e. g., acoustic [63] or photophoretic [27, 57] focusing. This490

would open up possibilities to explore these new and excit-491

ing pathways toward higher-quality particle beams with492

CMInject , pushing the limits of the imaging of chemical493

and biochemical processes with atomic resolution.494

From a software perspective, development effort should495

be well-invested to make MPI bindings and GPUs avail-496

able for users of CMInject , e. g., by use of the mpi4py497

library [64] or the CUDA bindings in the automatic opti-498

mization library Numba [45], which should significantly499

improve simulation runtimes [40] and is foreseen for future500

versions of CMInject .501

Besides such efforts, a direct integration with502

computational-fluid-dynamics software packages such as503

COMSOL [58] or OpenFOAM [65] would allow to run504

CMInject simulations without the need to manually calcu-505

late the flow fields beforehand. Users could then provide506

the description of an experimental device simply as a set507

of numerical parameters. This could greatly speed up it-508

erations of geometric optimization in the simulations and509

offer options for automatic optimization of experimental510

parameters, e. g., using learning-loop approaches.511

To facilitate fast availability of improvements as well512

as community contributions to the development, the513

framework has been published at https://github.com/514

cfel-cmi/cminject under a modified GPLv3 license re-515

quiring attribution, e. g., through referencing of this pub-516

lication. Up to date documentation is available at https:517

//cminject.readthedocs.org. Additional forces and518

experiments will be modeled and open problems that519

were discussed here and elsewhere [40] will be resolved,520

in close exchange with the user community.521
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